Presenting a really off-the-wall idea.

designed to be better.™
THE WIREMOLD® OFR SERIES OVERFLOOR RACEWAY SYSTEM.

This raceway system sits on top of the floor, accommodating your open space needs in the lowest, sleekest ADA-compatible profile around.

Providing four channels for multiple combinations of power, communications and A/V – in one easy-to-install system. Now, that’s an off-the-wall idea that’s on point.

Exactly what you’d expect from the leader in on-wall, surface-mounted raceway.

**Lowest Profile** – The smallest, narrowest, lowest, ADA-compliant overfloor raceway available is not only aesthetically smart but reduces potential trip hazards.

**Easy Installation** – No need to alter the existing floor covering. The OFR Series mounts directly to the floor covering, whether it’s wood, tile or carpet.

**Tamper Resistant** – Secure the raceway with a cover that’s nearly impossible to remove – unless you have the right tools – to prevent unwarranted access.

Bring power, communications and A/V connectivity anywhere.
The OFR Series is perfect for offices or schools, conference rooms or fitness centers. Wherever access to floors and ceilings is not an option.

**Transition Fittings** – Utilizes abandoned poke-thru openings to bring cabling into the raceway. Available in 3” and 4” sizes.

**Flat Elbow** – For making diagonal 45° turns on a single surface.

**Open System** – Accepts a wide range of communications and A/V devices from leading manufacturers.

**T-Fitting** – For branching out into right angles.

**Multiple Channel Base** – A single installation brings power, communications and A/V connectivity to open space locations in a durable, four-channel raceway.

**Inside Elbow** – For internal right angle turns.

**In-Wall Entrance End Fitting** – Feeds the raceway from behind a wall. Configurable to provide one or two channels of power.